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WRITING ON THE EDGE

SCROLL

Welcome to the
Editor’s Pick Debut
A monthly product spotlight

Amy Al-Katib

To keep the spirit of the Top Tier Product awards going year-round, I’ll be putting one innovative product on display every
month. I decided to use this space to make the announcement, but, in the future, the editor’s pick will be an eMagazine
exclusive. So, if you haven’t already, subscribe for free and stay up to date on the latest and greatest technologies
available today.

Since green means go, I’m going to kick off this new adventure with the grid | Xtreme VR from Hoppecke, which just so
happens to be the winner of the Top Tier Products in the Batteries category. Let’s check it out …

The grid | Xtreme VR from Hoppecke Batterien GmbH & Co. KG
Photo courtesy of Hoppecke

Hoppecke chose the color green for its grid | Xtreme VR batteries to symbolize their sustainable nature. These high-
performance pure lead (HPPL) industrial batteries offer an innovative energy solution for stabilizing power grids in data
centers, hospitals, and power plants.

“A steadily growing share of renewable energies and the resulting �uctuating energy sources show that we will have to
reckon with strongly �uctuating power grid quality (not only in Europe) in the future,” said Thomas Selzer, sales manager
for central Europe at Hoppecke.

The Xtreme VR meets the challenges of urbanization, energy transition, digitization, and electromobility.

“The decisive factor for the high energy and power density of the Hoppecke grid | Xtreme VR is the use of pure lead as
electrode material, which has superior corrosion properties compared to all known lead alloys,” said Selzer. “The result is
that it requires a comparatively small space, which has a positive effect on investment costs.”

The signi�cance of this is re�ected in the scoring.

“Hoppecke appears to have a long-standing presence in Europe and has found some design changes which may place
them at an advantage in the market,” one of the judges said. “Investment in research and development is critical to remain
competitive in the battery market, and it appears Hoppecke has done their homework.”

Optional metal reinforcements ensure increased dimensional stability over the entire battery life and at elevated
ambient temperatures.

“This allows installation in cabinets or on racks with limited need for continuous and costly air conditioning,” said Selzer.

When restoring the operational and functional capability of the UPS system after a discharge, the batteries also bene�t
from their fast-charging capability, which allows higher charging currents with the given infrastructure. Furthermore,
separate contact points on the battery poles help to determine the status quickly and easily by means of impedance
measurement — even when installed.

Amy Al-Katib
Amy Al-Katib, CDCDP, is editor-in-chief of Mission Critical magazine. She is a member of
7x24 Exchange Intl., ASIS Intl., BICSI, iMasons, the International Society of Philosophical
Enquiry, and Mensa. She holds a bachelor’s degree in journalism from Michigan State
University and a certi�cate in STEM/computer science from New York University. She is
currently enrolled in the Master's of Science Cybersecurity program at NYU. Reach her at al-
katiba@bnpmedia.com.
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Power management considerations
for an active hurricane season

Preparing Data
Centers to Avoid

Disaster

// DISASTER RECOVERY //

By Ed Spears

This year’s hurricane season is well underway, and initial signs of weather activity suggest it will be very active. Tropical
storm Andres made history as the earliest formed East Paci�c tropical storm on record, and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Association’s (NOAA’s) Climate Prediction Center is expecting another above-normal Atlantic hurricane
season. Early forecasts predict 20 named storms, including nine hurricanes and four “major” hurricanes.

Hurricane paths can be unpredictable, making it imperative for data center managers to be prepared with strong disaster
avoidance plans. One of the most effective components of a strong disaster preparedness strategy is having a robust
power management system to keep facilities up and running in the event of an unplanned outage to maintain business
continuity.

In this article, we’ll review advancements in power management technology that can help data centers effectively
manage power to avoid disaster. Then, we’ll look at an operator that successfully leveraged power management
infrastructure to do just that.

With the right system and components in place — and the ability to maintain it — data center managers can enjoy the peace of mind that
comes with knowing their critical infrastructure is protected in the coming hurricane season and beyond. 

Photos courtesy of Eaton

Key Components of Effective Power Management
Because many multitenant and colocation data centers provide services to a variety of clients who rely on mission critical
data — from health care to government facilities — maintaining 100% uptime is essential to driving revenue. When
disaster strikes, an integrated power management system provides the best chance at avoiding downtime and protecting
critical infrastructure from surges, outages, and other issues. Key components of a stable power management system
include the following.

Uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems — When outages occur due to weather or other unplanned events,
UPSs deliver reliable power and serve as a critical bridge to generator power to keep infrastructure up and running.
Recent advancements in UPS technology include lithium-ion batteries, which deliver a long life in a small footprint,
and integrated network cards that enable enhanced connectivity to software and services.
Disaster avoidance software — To help maintain control over power infrastructure, disaster avoidance software is
essential, especially when on-premises IT support staff is limited. The software applications integrate with power
management devices to enable remote monitoring and management of critical infrastructure, allowing IT to mitigate
power events before they cause damaging outages. This software solution now offers enhanced visualization and
contextualization options to better ensure system uptime and data integrity of IT equipment from anywhere at any
time.
Predictive analytics — Advanced preventive monitoring services for power management devices go hand in hand
with power management software to help anticipate failure of critical components before they occur. Using
predictive analytics, these services can notify managers when to schedule maintenance, repairs, or updates before
system components fail, avoiding emergency service calls and using convenient maintenance windows.

Being prepared for all types of disasters is key to maintaining business continuity. Having a strategic emergency response
plan in place that doesn’t overlook power management is critical. A plan that leverages the right backup power
technology combined with ongoing routine maintenance allows data centers to be prepared for any disruption that
comes their way. One operator that successfully implemented a power management system in preparation for storm
season is ColoHouse, a multitenant facility based in Miami.

“With the right system and components in
place — and the ability to maintain them —
data center managers can enjoy the peace
of mind that comes with knowing their
critical infrastructure is protected in the
coming hurricane season and beyond.”

Disaster Preparedness In Action
Since 2007, ColoHouse has been providing clients with reliable, secure, carrier-neutral data center services designed to
foster business continuity. The foundation of the company’s business model is to deliver quality, always-on infrastructure
and the most responsive support available. The success of this commitment has been demonstrated repeatedly — when
surveyed year after year, ColoHouse customers cite reliability as the primary reason they recommend the �rm.

Currently partnering with approximately 500 clients, ColoHouse maintains more than 10,000 servers within its Miami
data centers — MI1 and MI2 — the majority of which are essential to customer operations.

“We are running critical infrastructure for our clients, and a loss of power for even one second could be catastrophic,”
said Paul Bint, CEO and president of ColoHouse.

Having a strategic emergency response plan in place that doesn’t overlook power management is critical.

Preparing for the Inevitable
Since opening its doors, the organization has relied on a comprehensive power protection solution to ensure continuous
uptime and high availability — no small feat considering Miami is constantly pummeled by lightning, hurricanes, and
electrical storms.

“We can go day after day with the city of Miami losing power,” Bint said. “The power backup that we provide is absolutely
the most critical reason our customers buy from us. We’ve had constant power here for more than 11 years without any
problem or interruption.”

That impressive statistic can be attributed not just to the high quality of ColoHouse’s UPSs and related power protection
devices but also the ongoing care and maintenance of the equipment.

Fortifying the Defense
Ongoing, optimal performance for the entire slew of power protection equipment is ensured through regular care and
maintenance from an expert �eld services team. Bint credits the service team for ColoHouse’s ability to maintain 100%
uptime.

“If there’s even the vague possibility of something being not quite right, we replace it proactively,” he said.

With its entire power protection infrastructure safeguarded by robust service plan, ColoHouse is able to focus on what
matters most — its core business — as opposed to worrying about downtime.

Preparing For the future
Whether a facility is based in the storm-ridden sunshine state or not, it is still susceptible to Mother Nature’s wrath. With
this especially active storm season, it's more important than ever to have a coordinated disaster avoidance strategy with
a robust power protection system as the foundation. With the right system and components in place — and the ability to
maintain them — data center managers can enjoy the peace of mind that comes with knowing their critical infrastructure
is protected in the coming hurricane season and beyond.

Ed Spears  
Ed Spears is technical marketing manager for Eaton’s Critical Power Solutions Division. A 40-year
veteran of the power systems industry, Spears has experience in UPS systems testing, sales, and
applications engineering and training. He can be reached at edspears@eaton.com.
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Racing to the Edge
Delivery versus demand

PAUL SCHLATTMAN

Public demand is pushing the IT industry to deploy services faster than ever, as speed to market becomes the overriding
object — especially for hyperscalers and multitenant data centers. Engineering companies have gone from being thought
leaders to production engineers, pushing product out to a high level of detail to receive permits as well as construction
administration services. At no other time in history have data center design services been in demand as they are now.

Facility design has turned to more of an industrial type of production versus the typical colocation spaces we have
previously seen. Metal buildings are in play, and speed to market is more important than “�uff” in the lobby.

When it comes to new construction, there are several factors at play. The �rst is the installation of exterior containers.
However, container capacity doesn’t meet the load required to support processing all too often. As we get into edge
compute, this will be more distributed and dif�cult to install due to the number of installations required.

Analysts are predicting that 75% of processing will be pushed out to the edge — if, of course, we can determine how to
deliver that to the public. The basis of edge revolves around the IoT. Currently, there are billions of smartphones and
other devices connected to the internet. And, billions more are expected to come online in just the next few years.

“The biggest question on all of our minds
today is, can the speed of deployment keep
up with the demand?”

The Race to the Edge
Multiple hyperscale software companies have developed packaged products ready to deploy in 10 to 20 rack systems
within various areas of the country to support the last mile run to the edge. If we think about the deployment of cable TV,
the access was �rst installed in urban markets and eventually crept to rural markets. Edge compute is expected to follow
in a similar pattern.

There are several companies developing edge devices as well as second step products to support IoT processing. It’s
unknown if the rate of deployment will be fast or slow; however, industry professionals are scratching their heads on
where they �t in, trying to �nd their niche.  Currently, an engineering company will have over 20 engineers on a single
campus to support hyperscale tenants.  Within the edge world, there may be 50 smaller installations dividing the same
team into �ve sites per group. However, this doesn’t mean large campuses will be eliminated. It just means our operating
method will be expanded into smaller installations too.

Speed in Delivery
There are several ways to get to a “speed in delivery” method.  One is to identity areas of your building that can support
processing (i.e., containers or previously owned data center space). To be prequali�ed for edge installations is key to the
success.  Abandoned data center space may be bene�cial, whereas, previously, it was a hindrance. However, with edge,
racks can be stalled independently, with their own cooling and UPS modules.  It’s not necessary to have data center space
already designed or installed.  

The tasks that are required to complete edge installations include �nding locations within urban environments that can
support compute; mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) installation; and commissioning.  

The biggest question on all of our minds today is, can the speed of deployment keep up with the demand?

 

Paul Schlattman
Paul Schlattman is practice leader of mission critical facilities for Environmental Systems Design Inc.
Schlattman is also a member of Mission Critical’s technical advisory board.
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// AUTOMATION //

A look at the prosumer approach

Will Decarbonization Impact
Future Data Center Designs?

By Roger Sands

When it comes to optimizing Wi-Fi networks, IT teams have their work cut out for them. A single network can consist of
hundreds or thousands of devices in a manufacturing facility, all of which must be monitored in real time for true, assured
optimization. This is a dif�cult, if not impossible, task for humans — and one that grows exponentially more dif�cult for
teams responsible for multiple facilities. This is because real-time optimization depends on the ability to analyze
thousands of data packets a second in order to pinpoint existing or possible issues proactively and resolve them before
critical business processes are affected.

Since networks have evolved into vast ecosystems, the best and most cost-effective way to scale manufacturers' IT
departments and achieve this real-time optimization is with the use of Wi-Fi automation platforms.

Wi-Fi automation platforms deliver the analytics and insights needed for proactive, assured
optimization, no matter where networks are located. 

Photo courtesy of Wyebot

These platforms automate the processes needed to optimize a network, including monitoring and testing. They
complement management platforms in that they monitor not only a business’s personal Wi-Fi network but also any
nearby networks operating in the same airspace as well as any non-Wi-Fi interference in the area. They can be (and
should be for the best ROI) proactive and remote-capable. Their job is to provide instant alerts to IT on anything that
signi�es “bad news” for the network. This allows IT teams to quickly resolve issues to protect end user productivity and
focus on other critical tasks and responsibilities. Finally, these platforms scale easily — whether needed in �ve of�ces or
500.

A few speci�c ways these platforms save distributed enterprises time and money are listed below.

Optimize Business Continuity With Proactive Problem-Solving
Wi-Fi is dynamic. The network constantly changes throughout the day and night as employees move around a building,
devices connect and disconnect, software updates, neighboring networks update, and more. Optimizing this ecosystem
and enabling businesses to maintain a high level of performance therefore requires not only constant visibility into the
network but also proactive alerts for all questionable network behavior.

Many network issues are intermittent. A problem might occur on a Tuesday afternoon and not show up again until two
days or a week later. If the problem is reported immediately, and if IT is on-site and can perform packet capture right then,
teams are on their way to problem resolution. Of course, packets still have to be analyzed so the root cause of the
problem can be identi�ed, and this can take quite some time. If IT wasn’t able to capture packets when the problem was
reported, which is common in distributed enterprises when teams are responsible for multiple locations, they have to
wait for the issue to strike again. As there is no telling when this might happen, and teams are far too busy to sit around
and wait at a certain location for hours or days at a time, this makes problem resolution dif�cult, time-consuming, and
costly.

Issues also have a number of possible causes. For instance, a dropped Wi-Fi connection could be caused by low signal
strength, interference from Wi-Fi devices, interference from non-Wi-Fi devices, mismatched device and AP settings,
physical obstructions like walls, a need for a device or AP upgrade, or more. When IT receives a report of an issue, even if
the issue itself seems easy to de�ne, teams can’t implement a resolution until they know exactly what caused the issue,
and that isn’t always easy to determine.

This all spells trouble for business continuity. Not only are employees unable to work (some estimates assume a day of
lost productivity a week based on Wi-Fi issues), but they can also become frustrated and start looking for other jobs if the
problems are persistent enough. Customers can also be turned away by Wi-Fi issues. For example, a slowly loading
website directly leads to a decrease in conversions. Businesses depend on Wi-Fi, so issues need to become a thing of the
past. Barring that, they need to be resolved before they impact end users.

This is where proactive Wi-Fi automation shines.

Depending on the platform used, companies receive proactive alerts in two ways. First, platforms can learn to recognize
normal network behavior and then alert IT if that behavior changes in any way. Secondly, platforms can perform
scheduled or manual network testing and then immediately report any failed tests to IT. This allows IT to be noti�ed at
the onset of any issues rather than forcing teams to wait to reactively respond based on a problem ticket.

Secure Remote Locations and Reduce Site Visits
Whether IT teams are responsible for locations in the same city or on different continents, they can’t be everywhere at
once. Remote-capable Wi-Fi automation platforms help with the dif�culties associated with these wide areas of
responsibility in a few ways.

Reduce remote site visits — First and foremost, a remote-capable platform reduces the necessity for IT to travel on-
site to optimize a network. The platform should allow IT to troubleshoot and resolve all problems from any location
at any time.

Complete visibility into the network — This should include alerts for any security concerns, such as unknown or
unauthorized APs that connect to the network, as well as any open ports. This allows IT to monitor network security
from a distance.

Schedule network tests — Scheduled tests provide constant insight into network health and performance. This gives
IT expert-level knowledge of end user quality metrics and the status of the network, even when teams can’t be on-
site.

Bottom Line
Intermittent Wi-Fi problems, long travel times, and delayed resolutions are costly for distributed enterprises. Wi-Fi
automation platforms deliver the analytics and insights needed for proactive, assured optimization, no matter where
networks are located.

Roger Sands
Roger Sands is co-Founder and CEO of Wyebot Inc. He has 17 years of executive management
positions in successful networking startups and Fortune 500 companies. Her holds master’s and
bachelor’s degrees in electrical engineering from Northeastern University.
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// 5G //

Turning data into gold

How Data Centers Must Evolve to
Enable 5G and Deliver the IoT

By Gary Cudmore

5G promises the transfer of mass data at unprecedented speeds, enabling innovation that's only been imagined so far to
be seen. Visions of the IoT connecting machines and their learnings through everyday AI are still elusive because the 5G
ecosystem is not fully realized, but it’s coming. The big wireless carriers are stepping up the necessary infrastructure
investments in �ber, small cells, and high-frequency spectrum, as evidenced in Verizon’s $45.5 billion and AT&T’s $23.4
billion auction wins. But, the network and its pipes are just one piece of the IoT universe — uber-fast computing is how
data turns to gold. Shifting computing to the point of the end user and building out edge data centers is when 5G truly
comes to life and the IoT is �nally delivered. So, the question is, how can data centers evolve to accommodate the next
generation? While clients are preparing for 5G technologies and device offerings, the industry is still working on a
de�nition for what exactly an edge data center is.

High-Density Impact
5G is accompanied by machine-to-machine applications and real-time data analytics driven by software de�ned
networks (SDNs) and network virtualization, which are powered by high-density servers housed in today’s core data
centers. Hyperscale data centers and cloud facilities are purposely built to handle this network of increased computing
power. Enterprise legacy data centers, on the other hand, will have to (if they haven’t already) strategize on migrating to
a cloud provider or upgrading infrastructure to be able to process future 5G innovations.

5G's impact on core data center infrastructure will remain centered around optimizing ef�ciency, reliability, resiliency,
and security while meeting increased data and network demands.

The conditioning challenges for all of these next-gen solutions have remained the same for the past 50 years — high-
density racks consume more power, generate more heat, and require a different approach to how equipment is
con�gured and cooled. Cooling systems take a signi�cant brunt of greater data processing.

The industry has experimented with how to keep these energy-intensive systems cool. Now, in the 21st century, liquid
immersion and direct-to-chip liquid cooling are emerging as go-to solutions for high-density computing. A knock-on
effect will be greater emphasis on water usage effectiveness (WUE), which is already a hot topic. An alternative on the
horizon is creating a chip that needs less cooling.

Data Center Decarbonization
In close cooperation with cooling is power. These systems work hand-in-glove to keep power usage effectiveness (PUE) in
check. 5G and IoT will put even more power demand on an already high-power-consuming industry. Hyperscale data
centers with their eye on 5G and beyond are already focused on decarbonization to responsibly manage the expected
rise in computing power. The green data center market size is expected to grow from $49.2 billion in 2020 to $140.2
billion by 2026. Beyond renewable energy credits, other initiatives include integrating renewable power sources, such as
microgrids, battery energy storage systems, and fuel cell technology using blue and green hydrogen. Interest in nuclear
power is also rising as a mature, clean technology for large baseloads, like crypto mining and data center campuses
seeking proven technologies for innovation hubs, research facilities, and the like. This may include locating data centers
near nuclear power plants or the use of advanced small modular reactors (SMRs) to increase speed to market in an effort
to meet demand.

As data centers evolve, they will be less defined by size and more by proximity to
end users and their nimbleness to process, move, and store data. 

Photo courtesy of Black & Veatch

The Rise of the Edge
As data centers evolve, they will be less de�ned by size and more by proximity to end users and their nimbleness to
process, move, and store data. Gartner predicts 75% of enterprise-generated data will be created and processed outside
of traditional centralized data centers or the cloud by 2025. Network philosophy and architecture needs to prepare for
storing, processing, and converging near end users to deliver the latency, resiliency, and accessibility consumers expect
from their digital experiences.

The proliferation of 5G will, undoubtedly, stimulate the need to manage huge amounts of data. The pull of data gravity
will strengthen signi�cantly, making it more dif�cult and costly to move, giving rise to the edge.

At the edge, computing is evolving faster than infrastructure can support, and its proliferation demands smart responses
immediately. To realize machine learning, edge data curation, management, and security needs to grow signi�cantly in
scale and sophistication.

Infrastructure hubs avail resources already in place. For example, geographically interconnected telecommunication
towers with access to power and �ber are a natural choice for deploying edge data centers. Companies, like American
Tower and SBA, are actively working to accommodate edge data centers at their tower sites. At the end of 2020, Switch,
Dell, and FedEx announced they will be working together to deploy edge data centers and cloud solutions throughout
strategically placed Fedex distribution centers. This approach to hubs will likely become common and necessary as 5G
brings infrastructure applications closer to sustainable power sources and �ber to support advanced infrastructure, like
autonomous vehicles and industrial IoT.

Accelerating the Edge
Resources in place put IoT within reach. However, deploying one edge data center at a time will most likely not get the
job done. To accelerate deployment, owner/operators need to be thinking strategically about how to effectively design
and build edge data centers to simultaneously leverage opportunities of scale and speed to market. Each edge data center
will be unique and customized to an organization and its location’s requirements. Flexible and scalable solutions will be
key to a successful edge deployment. Some key considerations include the following.

1. Understand data requirements — How an enterprise designs its edge facilities depends heavily on latency
requirements and how data will be consumed, secured, stored, and transported. Will the data be processed and
stored locally at the enterprise for real-time data analytics and response or transported and stored at the cloud? All
of this is important to the design, location, and size of a data center.

2. Modular, scalable, and �exible design — As 5G continues to evolve, so will data requirements. It’s widely accepted
edge data centers will require modular facilities to accommodate the scalability data growth will require. Current
supply chain crunches only accelerate this need.

3. Large-scale deployment capabilities — Ef�ciently rolling out edge infrastructure across multiple sites requires the
ability to coordinate a complex network of interdependencies to remain on time and within budget. It takes a large
team of partners and vendor relationships to perform site design, permitting and zoning, prefabrication and logistics,
installation, and commissioning.

4. Systemwide perspective — For multisite enterprises, visibility into the entire network of edge facility deployment
and ongoing maintenance will be necessary to drive consistent customer experiences across all locations. Remote
monitoring and diagnostics, along with rapid and ef�cient maintenance will be key focus areas for edge
owner/operators.

“We need to accept that we will always be,
to a greater or less extent, behind the
technology curve — always chasing the
next big thing, the next generation.”

Consider the entire edge data center deployment process on a continuum from site identi�cation and due diligence to
permitting and from zoning to engineering and design to installation and commissioning. Owner/operators may want to
consider a project manager and an engineering and construction partner who can help manage the entire deployment
and mobilize quickly at the speed and scale required.

For the foreseeable future, the extreme dynamics of 5G will remain complex. The need to navigate this �uid, interlinked
web of dependencies is not going to pass. As it is impossible to �ght obsolescence, everyone involved in this undertaking
will need to make a decision on the standard technology philosophy and architecture that will allow for agility and
growth. We need to accept that we will always be, to a greater or less extent, behind the technology curve — always
chasing the next big thing, the next generation.

Gary Cudmore
Gary Cudmore is a data center expert with over 35 years of international experience designing,
engineering, and constructing energy-efficient, reliable, resilient data centers. He believes in project
management from “the boardroom to the dirt”.
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// DISASTER RECOVERY //

Have a plan before the next crisis hits

Improving Data Center
Resiliency With Disaster

Recovery Checklists

By Kate Fulkert

Since the beginning of 2020, people have been forced to reckon with the grim reality that we are all vulnerable, and
crises can come in many unpredictable forms. Almost overnight, a global pandemic sent the world’s workforce home and
stretched networks to their limits. We experienced a severe winter storm in Texas, of all places, that disabled the state’s
power grid; wild�res that ravaged the western U.S., Australia, and South America; and other severe weather events
around the globe. The human and �nancial toll of these disasters has been nothing short of devastating, and the effects
will be felt for years, if not decades.

For data center owners, accepting any notion that the current infrastructure and its robust backup power systems are
immune to these sorts of crises would be a huge mistake. Climate change is causing more and more extreme weather
events each year, and the U.S. is shattering annual records for billion-dollar disasters. This summer will be the hottest on
record for more than 30 cities across America. According to an Uptime Institute report, three in �ve respondents think
there will be more IT service outages as a direct result of the impact of climate change, and nearly 90% think climate
change will drive up the cost of data center infrastructure and operations over the next 10 years.

“Circumstances and personnel change,
equipment ages and is refreshed, and risks
evolve over time. To be sure your data
center is ready when disaster strikes,
having a disaster recovery checklist is
nonnegotiable.”

Beyond climate change, recent hacks that target national infrastructure have illustrated how vulnerable we are when
these catastrophic cyberattacks occur. All of these unexpected crises are signi�cant threats to data centers, and these
situations can be made even worse by human error, lack of preparedness, and poor judgement. That’s why there’s never
been a more appropriate time for organizations to put together a plan to secure their data centers in the event of an
emergency. A good emergency plan should be a living document and a guide for ongoing planning, exercises, and updates.
Below are some of the key factors to consider when assembling a plan.

Ensure the data center is waterproof — If the threat is a hurricane, �ooding, or something weather-related, take the
necessary steps to harden your facility. Store loose items and make sure servers are secured in their racks. Check
that gutters and storm drains are clear. Make sure doors can be sealed against high winds and blowing rain. Water is
the enemy of the data center, so do everything necessary to keep it out.

Backup data often — Many data centers conduct routine backups once a week. If you know severe weather is
coming, increase the frequency of those backups. We can’t always know when a disaster is going to strike, so
organizations should consider making daily backups a regular practice. Also, consider where data is being backed up.
It should go off-site to asafe and secure location.

Always check the generator — There is a tendency to set and forget a generator, but that piece of machinery
requires maintenance and upkeep to ensure it performs as expected when needed. Is it full of clean fuel? Are the fuel
line and air �lter free of contaminants? Test the generator regularly and ahead of any anticipated weather events.
Line up at least three vendors to deliver fuel in the event of an extended outage. Remember, fuel is often at a
premium after a disaster, and yours will not be the only organization requiring delivery.

Remember the edge sites — Today, the enterprise data center is just one piece in a distributed network. Many
organizations manage multiple edge sites that are increasingly mission critical, and they must be considered in
disaster planning. In many cases, the core data center may be safe from a speci�c event, but one or more edge sites
could be at risk. Prioritize by criticality and have a plan for those facilities and their personnel.

Mind the cloud — Just because some of your data and applications are housed in the cloud does not mean they are
always safe from emergency events. Those cloud servers are in a data center somewhere, and you should know how
your cloud provider will handle a potential disaster. How often are they backing up data? Do they have redundant
sites? Ask these questions before a crisis, because once disaster strikes, it’s too late.

Consider emergency staf�ng — In the event of a signi�cant disaster, local employees may be unavailable to work.
They may have evacuated with their families, be dealing with urgent damages to their homes or vehicles, or be
unable to reach the data center due to impassable roads. Consider bringing in emergency crews and establishing
crisis housing near the data center to ensure you have on-site personnel.

Beware of any opportunists — Hackers see natural disasters or similar emergency events as an opportunity to access
networks while attention is focused elsewhere. Make sure your information security and physical security teams are
prepared for bad actors.

Circumstances and personnel change, equipment ages and is refreshed, and risks evolve over time. To be sure your data
center is ready when disaster strikes, having a disaster recovery checklist is nonnegotiable.  

Kate Fulkert   
Kate Fulkert is director of global business continuity/disaster recovery for Vertiv. She earned a master’s degree in emergency and
disaster management from Georgetown University, is a master business continuity professional, holds a crisis management certification
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and has completed certified information systems security professional training.
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There are seven elements that must be addressed

Managing Outages
at the CxO Level

// MANAGEMENT //

By Dennis Cronin

In today's world of digital infrastructure, data center owners spend countless hours on design due diligence — extracting
better quality from vendors and contractors and demanding commissioning agents �nd all of the mistakes others missed
— just so they can brag about building a data center that will never fail.

But, the dilemma is, they do fail — and they do it on a regular basis. Fortunately, built-in redundancy, extensive
commissioning, and startup staff training can reduce the frequency of interruptions.  

That's not the end of the story though. In fact, it's just the beginning — maybe the �rst three chapters out of 100 or more.
If the team did everything right, then this data center fairytale is off to a good start, but ... will it last?

Ideally, operating staff would be brought including during the construction and commissioning processes, allowing for a
seamless transfer of knowledge to the �rst generation of operators. This insight goes a long way toward keeping
abnormal operating events in the "save" category versus the "outage" one.

The roles of staff during outages tend to be clear. They each have de�ned roles and processes to follow, and they know
their end game is to restore services ASAP. How well they perform depends on their individual skills and knowledge of
the systems they need to restore.

The role of management is not as clear, however, as there are a multitude of outage levels. Where and when does
management get involved, and when is the situation escalated to the C-suite? Most everyone has escalation procedures
that generally work well through middle management, but, procedures or not, there is always reluctance to immediately
notify the C-suite. Then there is the issue of when the primary C-suite contact is unreachable (i.e., on vacation, in transit,
etc.). Who is in charge then?  

Colocation, hyperscale cloud provider, and internal enterprise clients (yes, they do still exist) have questions when
outages occur — what happened, what is the repair time, when will services be restored, and what is being done to make
sure this doesn’t happen again?  

On the surface, these seem like straightforward questions, but, in practice, they tend to be poorly handled. The frontline
responders have a tendency (or they've been instructed) to say nothing — just deny the issue and hope it goes away.
Middle management seems to say whatever satis�es the customer at the time even if there's not enough information
available to comment.

Indeed, managing outages today is a race to acknowledge the incident  before the client demands answers. Think power
and cable, for instance. When consumers can't access the services they pay for, they call the provider. No one wants to
hear about an areawide outage after 45 minutes of listening to elevator music and being transferred to "the right
department" over and over — they want to hear about it as soon as the call starts from an automated recording.

It's hard to believe situations like this actually exist, but they do. In fact, it was just about a year ago when a major colo
provider had a partial outage one day at 4 a.m. It took until noon for the operator to acknowledge there was a problem.
After that, it took another 10 hours to repair.

While cable is not a mission critical service, it does point out that immediate knowledge of outages is important — even at
the frontline staff level. The aforementioned colo provider learned this lesson the hard way after being chastised on
social media.

Full data center outages are much more critical, tend to be of longer durations, and often require the chief experience
of�cer (CxO) to be front and center.

So, what does the CxO have to do to handle the situation?

There are seven fundamental elements  — tactical and strategic — that need to be addressed.

“In a recent study conducted by Uptime Institute,
75% of respondents indicated their most recent
data center outage was preventable. With one in
six outages costing more than $1 million,
reducing the impact and frequency of
preventable outages is now more important than
ever.”

Data centers fail on a regular basis. Fortunately, built-in redundancy, extensive commissioning, and startup staff training means operations
are not interrupted as frequently.

Photo courtesy of Pixabay

Tactical Elements
1. Connectivity to the Field
In a crisis, one cannot wait for reports to �ow through management layers. The CxO needs to receive unwhitewashed
data directly from the people addressing the cause of the outage. If proximity allows, the CxO should go directly to the
scene to gain �rsthand knowledge of the situation. If proximity does not allow, then connectivity via security cameras
and/or live cellphone video is the next best thing.

This prepares the CxO to discuss the situation and strategically think about securing standby resources that might be
needed both for and beyond the immediate situation.

2. Routine Communication
Outside of the facts, this is probably the most important step to be prepared for. With the data center down, chances are
the regular means of communications may not be operational, so the service provider needs to be prepared to initially
connect with clients through other independent means, such as social media, contact lists (hard copies), and landlines.

In data center environments, a few seconds can seem like a lifetime, so initial communication acknowledging the
situation followed by regular updates is essential to keeping clients informed.

Setting up an initial virtual status meeting within two hours and, subsequently, every four hours keeps the clients
informed allowing them to form plans for their own companies.

3. Assigned Agent
As the number of affected clients grows, the ability of the CxO to address speci�cs diminishes. Furthermore, clients may
have speci�c concerns they cannot discuss on a group call. Having an assigned person as the primary interface for each
client will alleviate much of the tension during the group calls.

Strategic Elements
4. Transparency
There was a time when clients knew extraordinarily little about their IT operations or data centers. Those days are long
gone. Clients today are tech savvy and, during a crisis, are well-equipped to challenge most any scenario put forth. The
CxO must be clear and understandable when making any status reports/statements. If information is not yet available,
say so. Lay out a process to address the situation versus overpromising without all of the facts.   

5. Listen and Empathize 
Above all, the CxO needs to listen to the pain points and develop actions to alleviate the worst of them whenever
possible. Recognizes the stress the outage is placing on the client operations is crucial.

6. Commitment
Vague commitments do not work. Saying “We have all available resources working on it” tells clients nothing. It is far
better to state speci�cs even if the speci�c is not the desired result. For example, if the UPS failed and the service tech is
still an hour away, then say that. This would be followed by explaining what is being done to get the raw utility power to
the data center �oor. Let the client decide if they want to run anything on the unprotected utility power. Give them a
choice to restart or wait it out.

7. Lessons Learned RecapWithin 30 days of an outage data center operators need to have a recap of lessons learned —
both internally with employees and externally with clients.

Give the clients a chance to explain how they were affected and discuss what would have made things better from their
perspective.

These meetings should result in a solid action plan to address any shortcomings of the site, procedures, or means of
communication when the facility is down.

Conclusion
In the end, this is all about building trust with the client, which will go a long way in retention and referrals.

Dennis Cronin
Dennis Cronin is CEO of DCIRN for the Americas region.
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Disaster Recovery as a
Service in Five Steps
Learn why it’s prime time for DRaaS

MARK CHUANG

If you live in Washington, D.C. — or any of the dozen states affected by the recent Colonial Pipeline hack — you know
ransomware can have a direct effect on your life. Thousands of drivers were forced to wait in line for gas, while many
more had to do without. Elsewhere, cyberattacks have even more signi�cant consequences — hospitals were targeted at
the chaotic height of the COVID-19 crisis, and 911 call centers are not sacrosanct, either.

Businesses should be prepared for anything that may occur. Still, among the many stats recently cited by Forbes, nearly
80% of senior IT and IT security leaders believe their organizations lack suf�cient protection against cyberattacks,
despite their increased IT security investments.

Attackers go for the low-hanging fruit — companies that are easy to strike will be hit again, which is a signi�cant reason
to invest in a disaster recovery (DR) plan as part of a comprehensive ransomware protection strategy.

The Cost of Downtime
There are many reasons why disaster can strike your tech stack beyond a ransomware attack. For example, human error,
a power outage, or natural disasters (such as the surprise wintry weather in Texas or the raging wild�res on the West
Coast). Any unforeseen problem can cause considerable damage to your business.

Worse, that damage is magni�ed to an even greater degree as many corporations move their operations online. Because
of the pandemic, grocery stores that once had online food delivery services as a sideline came to depend upon having a
digital presence. The same dynamic has held for every business today.

Losing your digital presence because of a disaster is the same as shutting down and locking the door because it not only
impacts customers but also employees, suppliers, and partners — they all require online or IT services. With Gartner
estimating the average cost of network downtime is $5,600 per minute, or $336,000 per hour, having a working (and
constantly updated) DR plan is no longer just an IT decision but a business decision, too.

According to The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Cybersecurity Framework says businesses
faced with disaster should identify, protect, detect, respond, and recover. Your DR plan should also be regularly updated
and monitored for changes. For example, adding a new application to the IT operations changes the business resiliency
surface. And, when someone in IT makes a routine upgrade at an organization, it introduces a new con�guration that
needs to be accounted for.

Losing your digital presence because of a disaster is the same as shutting down and locking the door because it not only impacts customers
but also employees, suppliers, and partners — they all require online or IT services. 

Photo courtesy of Pixabay

DRaaS: The Last Line of Defense
Anything could happen to a tech stack. Of course, there are protections in place to prevent it in the �rst place, but DR is
the last line of defense — the last point of safety. A traditional option is to have a second DR data center and absorb the
cost and complexity of that, which is helpful but expensive and dif�cult to maintain. Something more is required — an on-
demand disaster recovery service that provides an easy-to-use, software-as-a-service solution (DRaaS). This leverages
cloud economics to keep disaster recovery costs under control while meeting business SLAs.

The traditional DR option is a CapEx headache as it requires owning or leasing additional facilities as well as purchasing
both hardware and software. And that’s not to mention the OpEx costs of support, upgrades, and failures.

Operating a second data center is a valid solution, indeed — if you can bear the expense and manage the complexity. But
DRaaS allows businesses to shift from a hardware-intensive, high-upfront investment model that amortizes over time to
a subscription that is up and running rapidly. For example, an environment with approximately 200 virtual machines and
20 tebibyte (TiB) of data can be up and running with a DRaaS solution in as little as �ve days.

The process has �ve discrete steps: plan, protect, con�gure, test, and report. On Day 1, you will plan. That means you’ll
map your applications and select your SLAs. You will also organize and prepare your on-premises infrastructure. On Day
2, you’ll build your sites and de�ne policies. You will also begin data copy.  

On Day 3, you’ll deploy your cloud test and align your sites. You will also de�ne your DR plans. On Day 4, you’ll want to
test failovers, measure results, and adjust your plans accordingly. Finally, on Day 5, you’ll review your runbooks and
monitor sites. As needed, you will then revise and repeat your steps.

The entire process is straightforward but vital because, as the last year taught us, businesses must be prepared for
anything. A crisis can come from cyberattacks, human error, or natural disaster. Opting for DRaaS as a last line of defense
is easy-to-use, cost-effective, and fast to deploy.

Mark Chuang
Mark Chuang is head of product marketing for DRaaS at VMware.
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Data Center
Modernization
A Dataprev case study

Dataprev is a state-owned enterprise (SOE) that  provides IT solutions to leverage the social policies of the government of
Brazil. Headquartered in Brasilia, the enterprise operates with software development units located in ve states (Ceará,
Paraiba, Rio Grande do Norte, Rio de Janeiro, and Santa Catarina) and three data enters located in Brasilia (DCDF), Rio
de Janeiro (DCRJ), and São Paulo (DCSP). All are designed to provide security and high-availability services.

The Dataprev enterprise completed an IT environment modernization in 2014 with investments of $75 million over three
years, improving the security, energy capacity, and availability of mission critical environments.

At the end of 2017, the Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo data centers were awarded the Uptime Institute Tier III Gold
Certication of Operational Sustainability. The Brasília data center obtained the same award in 2019. With the
completion of these awards, Dataprev became the rst Brazilian SOE to complete the entire certication cycle.

Opportunity
Uptime Institute's Tier Certi�cation of Operational Sustainability (TCOS) provides tier-certi�ed facility owners, operators,
and managers with an assessment of the prioritized behaviors and risks intrinsic to data centers and serves as an
essential guide for effective and ef�cient operations. It helps to ensure that a well-designed and constructed data center
facility is operated in a manner that will result in the production levels expected.

In earning the TCOS award, Dataprev demonstrated the ability to plan for nonstop production to continue throughout all
normal operating conditions de�ned by the tier certi�cation itself. The award requires consistency in operational
practices and the discipline needed to drive continuous improvement. TCOS recognizes production sites that have
invested the time and energy to exceed the minimum — making enhancements above the basic requirements. It relies
heavily on the human element — in the form of policies and procedures — and is a points-based assessment. At minimum,
when a data center group meets the basic requirements to keep their site operational across the de�ned ranges, they are
awarded a Bronze TCOS. Sites that have anticipated a wider range of conditions or production possibilities and have
planned to accommodate those situations when they occur can achieve either Silver or Gold based on how much above
the minimum they score.

Dataprev is a state-owned enterprise (SOE) that  provides IT solutions to leverage the social policies of the government of Brazil.
Photos courtesy of Uptime Institute

Timeline
The modernization of the Dataprev facilities began in 2011 with the renovation of the Brasilia data center (�nished in
2012). Later, renovations were concluded in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro in 2013 and 2014.

By 2016, the facilities teams were fully trained to manage and operate the environmental infrastructure, which comprises
50 employees working 24/7 to manage contracts with third-party customers. The team continues to achieve its
objectives and good results.

The facilities team was created to provide dedicated and quali�ed treatment for the data center infrastructure
management to guarantee the availability of the digital services offered by the enterprise. The main goal is to coordinate
and operate the technical services of engineering and maintenance of the mission critical environments to guarantee
operational availability for each data center.

To reduce operational costs and qualify the professionals needed to operate the new high-performance environment,
Dataprev invested in training. The most experienced team members were identi�ed and trained to handle a complex
group of activities, like equipment and systems maintenance and physical capacity management. Dataprev also continues
to invest in ongoing professional certi�cation for employees.

By 2016, the facilities teams were fully trained to manage and operate the environmental infrastructure, which comprises 50 employees
working 24/7 to manage contracts with third-party customers.

Solutions
Long-term availability is not guaranteed for data centers just based on the topology of physical infrastructure, as
maintenance and operational performance impacts the ability of facilities to accomplish their objectives. Availability
becomes a balance between infrastructure topology and team performance. Due to the complexity of modern data
centers, it is important maintain a team of quali�ed and trained professionals in maintenance and operations, striving to
guarantee availability with operational sustainability.

Dataprev is the �rst government enterprise in Brazil to achieve Tier III Gold Certi�cation of Operational Sustainability.
By 2019, Dataprev completed the tier certi�cation for all its data centers, showing that not only its physical
infrastructure is compliant with the high-availability requirements, but the team also adopts best practices learned by the
Uptime Institute certi�cation processes.

In 2018, Dataprev became the �rst SOE in Brazil to achieve the Certi�ed Energy Ef�cient Datacenter Award (CEEDA).

In November 2020, Dataprev renewed the Tier III Gold Certi�cation of Operational Sustainability remotely due to the
restrictions imposed by COVID-19. The process of renewing a certi�cation brings with it an expectation of improvement
— scores are analyzed in comparison to previous audits

Impact
Dataprev has shown that, despite crises like the COVID-19 pandemic, training is the key to operating safely and ensuring
essential services are delivered.
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